A TOTALLY SECURE SOLUTION
Nurture team spirit even when working from
home:
recreate the energy and emotions of office life,
the spontaneity of informal conversations and
the fluidity of teamwork.









You have access to a permanent, totally customisable, twodimensional space made up of nine work tables.
The video of each person logged on remotely appears in a
bubble.
The bubbles can be moved around the space simply by
dragging them.
By moving around or zooming out your screen, you can see
everyone present and meet up to work, share ideas, cocreate, chat, or just be together.
When two bubbles are together at a table, they can talk to each other, see each other, work on the
documents that have been shared at the table, or create content together.
Each table has a library of documents, built up through co-working and co-creation. They can be
downloaded, or accessed each time you log back in.
You just provide the URL for your space and then your guests are free to come and go,
whether you are there or not.

Organise your space:






Getting started: you can follow online tutorials to log on or the step-by-step guide available when you sign
in.
Customising your space: you can change the logo and background to fit your particular need, the day's
topic or work group, and you can choose a name and colour for each of the nine tables in your space. Each
table can be linked to a different sub-group.
Inviting participants: you can invite team members or external participants simply by sending a secure link
that can be copied into schedules and emails. Full SaaS technology, with no software installation required.
Participant access: if you have restricted access to the space, only those you have named will be given
unlimited access. You can update the guest list or change the access link at any time.

A TOTALLY SECURE SOLUTION

In my Openspace by Glowbl just like in real life:










Access: access to the space is via the central table. By zooming out your screen, you can view eight
additional tables.
Work tables: You can move between tables simply by dragging your bubble. - When two bubbles are
together at a table, they can talk to each other, see each other, and work on the documents that have
been shared at the table.
Presence: you can see all the people present in the room immediately.
Immediate recognition: you know who is who from the digital business card displayed in each
participant's bubble. You can choose where to sit at each table.
Chat: private chat, table-level or room-level chat.
Uploading content: you can upload any type of content to the table you are working at (pdf, Excel, PPT,
Word, YouTube, MPEG 4 video on a SSL link, HLS stream on a SSL link, partner collaborative applications).
Sharing and co-creating content: you can share documents, your screen, application windows or browser
tabs on the fly. You can use the laser pointer even on screen share.
Collaborative tools: create and stimulate group dynamics by using the shared note-taking option, surveys,
and other collaborative tools developed with our partners.

Technical features:
Space for up to 90 people at different work tables. Compatible with Chrome 72+, Firefox 66+, Edge
Chromium 79+, and Safari 12+. Secure SaaS solution, GDPR compliant. No software installation
necessary.
A solution designed, developed and hosted in France.

Our customers include:

